Enterprises for energizing and distribution of electrical energy. Other enterprises

COMPANY

OBJECT

EQUIPMENT

OJSC «RusGidro»

Votkinskaya Hydro Power Plant

2PTS-1600 kVA

Gissarakskaya GES, Uzbekistan

Gissarakskaya Hydro Power Plant

DC Board-220

OJSC «Gruppa Е4»

OJSC «TGK-4». Boiler installation in North-west area of Kursk City

Block-Modular Buildings with LVCD for Gas Turbine Installation control

OJSC «Kontsern Rosenergoatom»

Kurskaya Nuclear Power Plant Reactor Shop-2

Metal-clad control unit for turborefrigirating unit МТХМ1-25Р

Rostovskaya Nuclear Power Plant

Relay panels of outdoor switchgear 500 kV

OJSC «NIAEP»

Open SwitchGear 500 kV of power generation trains №3, №4 of Rostovskaya Nuclear Power Plant

Relay Protection and Automation cabinets

MUP «Vodokanal», Khabarovsk City

Water Extraction Installations of Tungusskoe field

Relay Protection and Automation cabinets

OJSC «TGK-5»

Dry Fuel Ash Compressor Unit at site of Novocherkasskaya Hydro Electrical Power, power generation train №9

Compressor Unit Automation System

OJSC «FSK EES»

Reconstruction of substation 220/110 kV, Kunashak

Back-up Protection and Automatic Control for HV line 220 «Shagol»

OJSC «FSK EES» - Main Power Transmission Lines of Volga

Substation 500 kV «Krasnoarmeyskaya»

АК1 Back-up Protection and Automatic Control cabinet for circuit-breaker QZ4C 500 kV

Yuzhno-Uralskaya Hydro Power Electric Plant

Reconstruction of substation 500 kV, Kurgan City

Basic Protection Cabinet for HV Line-500, Back-up protection cabinet for HV Line-500

PJSC «MRSK Severnogo Kavkaza» - Stavropolenergo

Technical re-equipment at Substation 110 kV. Reconstruction at Substation 110 kV «Zalukokazhe», «Podkumok», «Georgievskaya»

Phase-Differential Protection cabinet for 110 kV Line, Breakers Control Automation 500 kV